
 
  

Part 1. Pacific Radio Games 
 
Ever since the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-05, radio 
signals have played an important part in conducting 
war.  With radio signaling, it was no longer necessary 
to string wires from the battlefront to the 
commanders both to keep the commanders informed 
as to how the battle is progressing and to direct 
changes in the tactics being used in the battle.  Quite 
naturally, then, interception of the enemy’s radio 
signals can be valuable, and that value is increased 
still further if the content of the signals can be 
determined in a timely manner.  But even in the 
absence of a way to decrypt the signals to divine 
their meaning, quite often just knowing the general 
nature of the signal, along with the identities of the 
sender and intended receiver, can be very useful, and 
in the heat of battle, this practice, called radio traffic 
analysis, is all that can be obtained most of the time. 
 
World War II, for the U.S., was only four months old 
when staffers in the U.S. Navy’s OP-20G Combat 
Intelligence Unit (CIU) [1],  a highly fortified and 
guarded facility at Pearl Harbor, Oahu, cabled OP-20 
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headquarters in Washington, to share with them 
findings from their intercepts of Japanese naval 
radio traffic between Tokyo and the Imperial fleet.  
It indicated a major Japanese offensive action, 
including an invasion, was being planned against 
either Hawaii, Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, or Midway 
Atoll.  A separate Japanese plan was also 
uncovered, one that had as its objective the invasion 
of islands that were in use as refueling stops for 
shipments from the U.S, to Australia.  Capture of 
these islands (such as Fiji, New Caledonia, Samoa, 
Johnston, and Palmyra) could well be followed by 
the invasion of Australia, itself. At the least, it 
would isolate Australia, preventing that nation from 
developing sufficient military might to threaten 
Japanese interests to Australia’s north – the oil-rich 
East Indies  Not all the code was able to be 
decrypted; a lot could be read accurately, but names 
of geographic locations and the deciphering of the 
Japanese Naval geographic grid were still in the 
hidden category, having several layers of encryption 
for increased protection from deciphering efforts. 
 

(Continued on page 3) 

 

PLAYING RADIO GAMES 
BY ED LYON 

 
“People are Funny,” “Truth or Consequences,”  and “It Pays to be Ignorant” might come to mind at this point, 
but the kind of radio game in this article, called “Funkspiel” in Germany and “Double-Cross” in England, were 

far more serious, involving life or death for many of those involved, during the Second World War. 
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What was unknown to the U.S. Navy or 
War Department was the fact that in the 
Japanse military hierarchy there was a 
serious debate underway as to how to bring 
the war to a successful conclusion, as soon 
as possible.  The war had started on the 7th 
of December, 1941, and it was now only 
March, 1942, and already Japan had 
captured most all of the former Dutch East 
Indies, occupied most key areas of New 
Guinea, the Philippines, and all of New 
Britain, having turned its main port, Rabaul, 
into an impregnable fortress and naval base, 
for aircraft and ships alike.  In the process 
the Imperial Japanese navy had sunk the 
“heart” of the U.S. Pacific fleet (most of the 
battleships) and all of the British Royal Navy’s Indian 
Ocean fleet.   The overall Japanese objective was to 
bring the U.S. and Britain to the point of agreeing to 
the end of hostilities, with the Pacific rearranged to 
suit Japanese needs, namely control of the oil, rubber, 
mineral, and foodstuffs resources needed by Japan, 
and the sea lanes to and from these resources.  In the 
minds of the Imperial Japanese Navy’s leadership the 
only obstacle to this success was the continued 
existence of the rest of the U.S. Navy’s Pacific fleet, 
consisting of cruisers, destroyers, and aircraft 
carriers, actually five, or possibly six, of the last-
named. 
 
And nobody in the world understood as well as the 
Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto faction of the Japanese 
Navy the importance of the aircraft carriers.  The 
rapid conquest of all the islands and land areas of 
importance in Japan’s sweep through the indian and 
Pacific Oceans was made possible by the very recent 
(July 1941) creation of their Kido Butai, roughly 
translated as Carrier Strike Force, by Vice Admiral 
Chuichi Nagumo.  Six large, fast, and relatively 
modern aircraft carriers formed the key Kido Butai 
elements.  These were the Kaga, Akagi , Soryu, 
Hiryu,  Shokaku, and Zuikaku. They were to be 
supported by screening cruisers and destroyers, and 
backed up by battleships, almost the very opposite of 
the internationally adopted strategy of “battleships in 
the van, and all the rest as supporting forces.”  The 
first trial of Nagumo’s Kido Butai, involving all six of 
the aircraft carriers, was, of course, the Pearl Harbor 
attack of December 7th, 1941.  This event crystallized 
the Kido Butai concept, and was an ideal attack, 
flawed only by the chance absence of the U.S. aircraft 
carriers, which were busy elsewhere, delivering 

(Continued from page 1) 

aircraft to outposts like Midway and Johnston 
Island.  The debate was on how to bring about the 
end of the war; in fact, there was agreement on the 
major steps to take; neutralization (or occupation) 
of Australia and removal of the U.S. Navy from the 
Pacific;  the argument was on deciding the order of 
doing these two tasks..  Yamamoto was in favor of 
destroying the remainder of the U.S. Navy.  
 
And time was not on Japan’s side, in any such plan.  
The Imperial Navy realized that some of the 
battleships resting capsized in Pearl Harbor’s 
seabed were recoverable, and that in a year or 18 
months the U.S. could well have three to five new 
aircraft carriers and another battleship or two.   The 
crucial key to success, in the mind of Admiral 
Yamamoto, principal strategist of the Imperial 
Navy,  was immediate destruction of the rest of the 
U.S. Pacific fleet and the removal of Hawaii as a 
base of U.S. air and sea power. In such a sweeping 
step, this was all that was necessary, since it would 
isolate Australia, as well. To do this he argued that 
the immediate taking of Midway Atoll, about 1250 

(Continued on page 4) 

Admiral Raymond Spruance (L), directed the ambush of 
Japan’s Midway attack, under Admiral Yamamoto ®. 
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miles northwest of Oahu, in a 
surprise Kido Butai would 
deprive the U.S. Navy of its last 
base west of Hawaii, and in the 
process of invading Midway, the 
U. S. Pacific fleet would be 
coaxed out of its safety in now-
fortified Hawaii, out into the 
open Pacific, where it could be 
destroyed, outright, by the 
Imperial Navy.  After such an 
event, the unprotected seaways to 
Australia would not be contested, 
and would lead to the Allies 
suing for peace.  The older 
admirals in the Imperial Navy 
thought that attacks against 
Australia would lead to the same 
end result, and the final battle 
might be a lot closer to Japan, and easier to support.  
They would use the new massive Japanese 
battleships to lead such efforts. 
 
This Japanese debate boiled down to the “Australia 
First” faction versus the “Midway/Hawaii First” 
faction, and it took place between the main Imperial 
Fleet anchorage near Hashiroshima on  the Inland 
Sea and Tokyo, entirely by secure telephone cable, 
not radio, and thus was not known to U.S. signals 
intercept stations.  It was the modern Yamamoto and 
his Kido Butai developer, Vice Admiral Nagumo, 
with their understanding of air power versus the old-
line Imperial Navy admirals who considered aircraft 
to be a nuisance, and who believed in the offensive 
power of battleships.  The only concession to 
aircraft usage, for the old-liners, was as 
reconnaissance platforms, necessary for finding the 
enemy ships and for assessing shot accuracy during 
battle.  The nuisance value of aircraft, to these 
fellows, was aggravated by the necessity of carrying 
incendiary high-octane fuel aboard ships to feed the 
aircraft they might carry.  Battleships and cruisers 
carried only one or two reconnaissance seaplanes on 
catapults, had cranes to recover the planes from the 
water when they returned from observation flights, 
and kept their fuel secured in small explosion-proof 
armored tanks.  Aircraft carriers were another story, 
indeed, being floating fire-bombs. 
 
Yamamoto won the debate, aided and abetted to a 
generous degree  in April, 1942, by Colonel Jimmy 
Doolittle’s 16-bomber raid (launched from the flight 

(Continued from page 3) 

deck of the carrier USS Hornet) on April 18th, 1942, 
on Tokyo and other Japanese cities, proving 
Yamamoto’s thesis, that the American Navy must be 
kept out of the western Pacific, and not be free to 
roam.  By the first of May, 1942, plans were 
completed for the assault on Midway Atoll. By his 
calculation, there would be four task forces needed, 
two of which, the Kido Butai, would be forward 
striking groups of ships, each comprising three  major 
aircraft carriers plus their screening cruisers and 
destroyers.  These would operate in close proximity 
to each other, within blinker-light signaling range.  
Each carrier would handle a mix of torpedo bombers, 
dive bombers, and fighter aircraft, these last-named 
used for top cover protecting the task force, and also 
as escort protection for the bombers.  The main 
(third) task force comprising battleships and cruisers, 
would operate back about a day’s cruise (about 600 
miles) for rushing in to give the coup de grace to the 
U.S. fleet when it charged in to counter the invasion.  
The fourth task force contained transport ships and 
their troops, who would carry out the invasion and 
occupation of Midway.  An additional large force 
accompanied the Midway invasion fleet, but was to 
split off to the north and carry out bombardment, 
invasion, and occupation of two of the Aleutian 
Islands, Alaska, as a diversion, in the event American 
intelligence forces suspected some sort of aggressive 
attempt at Midway, perhaps from sightings of the 
Japanese forces at sea by U.S. submarines.  The 
Japanese, though, would practice radio-silence in all 
the preparation steps, realizing that secrecy of the 
operation was the key to its success.  The target dates 

(Continued on page 5) 

Photo of the Battle of Midway diorama designed and built by Norman 
Bel Geddes, well-known among radio collectors as the designer of the 
Emerson “Patriot” Catalin radio. 
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fact, the Japanese intercept stations at Chitose on 
Hokkaido, Misawa on northern Honshu, and Oita on 
southern Honshu had been conferring about the large 
number of “urgent” rated messages being exchanged 
between Pearl Harbor and unknown correspondents, 
and were considering warning Admiral Yamamoto, 
already enroute from Japan to his battle position west 
of Midway, that surprise might have been lost, 
somehow.  They waited another two days, as the 
radio traffic decreased significantly, and then sent a 
coded message to Yamamoto’s flagship, merely 
telling him to watch the radio traffic when he gets to 
his destination, to see if it continues to decrease.  
Spruance was also worried that the sudden absence of 
U.S. carriers from Pearl Harbor might be noticed by 
Japanese spies, submarines, or patrol flights, and, 
added to analysis of American message traffic, could 
alert the Japanese fleet to search for (and find) the 
small American task forces.  So he tasked Rochefort 
to work up another ruse to reduce any Japanese 
suspicion that their plans might be known to the 
enemy. 
 
The U.S. carriers Hornet and Enterprise had been 
instrumental in the Doolittle raid just weeks before, 
and, on a hurried passing raid on the Japanese-held 
Marshall Islands,  had been rushed directly south to 
assist the U.S. task force engaged in the Coral Sea 
battle.  But the Coral Sea battle was brief, lasting but 
1-1/2  days.  It comprised  a raid by the U.S. carriers 
(Lexington and Yorktown) against the Japanese 
invasion force, causing the Japanese withdrawal and 
run for safety, followed in half a day by an exchange 
of raids by the U.S. and Japanese carriers on each 
other.  So when Hornet and Enterprise arrived at the 
southern end of the Solomons Island chain, just a day 
too late, they attacked remnants of the Japanese 
invasion force at Tulagi, in the Solomons, and then 
were promptly called back to Pearl Harbor, on an 
urgent basis, to help thwart the expected Midway 
invasion.  At this point, Rochefort received word 
from his crypto group that an intercepted Japanese 
message from a submarine to Imperial Navy 
headquarters said that its skipper had caught sight of 
Hornet and Enterprise in the Solomons area,.  
Rochefort and Spruance saw this as another 
opportunity to pretend the U.S. was not aware of 
Japanese plans, by radioing  an explanation for why 
the carriers were down south in the Solomons area.   
 
So Spruance arranged for some of his radiomen to 
load up a PBY aircraft and fly south from Pearl 

(Continued on page 6) 

were the 5th and 6th of June, 1942 for the invasions of 
the Aleutians and Midway, respectively.  The Midway 
invasion would coerce the U. S. Pacific fleet out of 
Hawaii, about two days’ sailing distance from 
Midway, which fleet would then be destroyed, about 
June 8th. 
 
The Imperial Navy was careful to handle most of the 
planning conferences regarding the Midway invasion 
by secure phone cable and, when necessary, using 
what they thought were highly encrypted radio 
signals, with place names double-enciphered.  The 
OP-20G cryptanalysts were reading the Japanese 
ciphers, though, and were stuck only on the location 
of the invasion, whether it would be the Panama 
canal, the Aleutians, the islands enroute to Australia, 
or Midway, and the Navy had far too few submarines 
available to be able to screen all the needed routes.  
Suspecting, however, that the target, called by the 
Japanese “AF,” might be Midway, Commander 
Joseph J. Rochefort at the OP-20G CIU planned a 
radio ruse, or Funkspiel.  He arranged that an 
“emergency” plain-text Morse message would be 
radioed [2] from the Midway garrison to Pearl Harbor 
reporting damage to the fresh-water distillery on the 
Atoll, forcing restricted water usage until it could be 
repaired, and to hurry with the parts needed.  Sure 
enough, a day later, a Japanese encrypted message 
was radioed to the task forces then forming-up, noting 
that “AF” had fresh-water problems, and that the 
invaders would need to carry in water for drinking.  
With “AF” solved, preparations for defending 
Midway swung into high gear. Two task forces 
totalling three aircraft carriers (Hornet, Enterprise, 
and a quickly patched-up Yorktown), five cruisers and 
seven destroyers moved out of Pearl Harbor about 1 
June and took up a “Nimitz ambush” position about 
300 miles northwest of Midway.  For the Kido Butai 
to be successful, absolute secrecy of the Japanese 
plan was required, in order to achieve surprise in the 
attack.  For the ambush of the Japanese Kido Butai to 
succeed, the U.S. also needed the surprise ingredient, 
and had to catch the Japanese carriers in an awkward 
pose, perhaps refueling or re-arming aircraft.  
 
Admiral Spruance, who was to direct this ambush 
operation, was concerned that the intense radio signal 
activity [3] he, his ship operators, and his boss, 
Admiral Nimitz, had been engaged in over the past 
week organizing this defense might have alerted the 
Japanese radio traffic analyzers that the Americans 
were tipped off as to Japanese plans.  As a matter of 

(Continued from page 4) 
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Midway, but we’ll dispatch them all the same.” 
Yamamoto’s fleet continued their cruise to the 

(Continued on page 7) 

Harbor to Tontouta, New Caledonia, east of Australia 
and bordering the Coral Sea. They carried several RU 
and GF aircraft radio receivers and transmitters, plus 
two BC-375 heavy-duty aircraft transmitters, 
“borrowed” from the Army.  One set of equipment 
was fielded at the Tontouta airfield, and the other set 
was kept on the PBY, connected to its trailing-wire 
antenna. The PBY then flew in orbits nearby and 
radio operators began making calls to the ground 
station, using naval aircraft callsigns, while the 
ground station used the callsigns of Hornet and 
Enterprise.  
 
Both voice calls and Morse signals, these latter coded 
by a simple laptop M-209 “Hagelin” encrypting 
machine [4], were used to increase interest in the 
signals. Rochefort knew that several Hagelin M-209s 
had fallen into Japanese hands in the Philippines, and 
that any M-209 messages used here could easily be 
deciphered. They kept this radio traffic up from the 
3rd to 5th of June, simulating flights and recovery of 
numerous aircraft working from two imaginary 
carriers. In this ruse, they had the help of  several 
Australian coastwatchers who were active on both 
Fiji and New Caledonia, just for additional voice 
sounds.  It sounded, to any eavesdropper, like Hornet 
and Enterprise, were taking on new aircraft earlier 
ferried to  Samoa, Fiji, or New Caledonia. Upon the 
advice of Army communicators at Ft. Shafter, 
operating frequencies above 15 MHz were to be used, 
to take advantage of a sporadic-E ionospheric layer 
that would support spanning the equator, making the 
signals hearable in Japan and Japanese radio intercept 
sites, like Rabaul and Wake Island. Within a day OP-
20G and Ft. Shafter radio operators in Hawaii 
intercepted messages from the Hashirajima Naval 
headquarters base in the Japanese Inland Sea to 
Yamamoto’s battleship.  A breakback showed the 
messages were advising him that two enemy carriers 
were still on routine duty in the south, probably in the 
Solomons or New Caledonia.  Yamamoto’s reaction 
was , “Ah, well, we will have to wait a few more 
days for them to come rushing up to the rescue of 

(Continued from page 5) 

FOR THE RECORD 
 

The August 2019 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at the usual venue at Davidson-
ville, MD on a very hot Sunday, 18 August, 2019.  The flea marketing was sharply curtailed by the heat, and 
most everybody repaired to the air-conditioned Hall building, where display tables, Show-n-Tell material, and 
auction material was out and available for inspection and discussion.  About 65 members were present, plus two 
visitors, who could well be members by this time. Dom Giglio and Ed Lyon presented a talk, slide-show, and 
short newsreel on the development of the proximity fuze during WW2, by Merle Tuve, Harry Diamond, and 
their colleagues at the Bureau of Standards, Carnegie Institution, and, later, JHU/APL. Big auction followed. 

Upper- The famous Hagelin M-209 cipher machine, 
ready for use; Lower - Marine on New Caledonia cre-
ating messages between fake carriers with M-209 . 
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Midway invasion positions, encountering serious fog 
and rain squalls almost the entire trip.   This he liked, 
because it screened him from observation by any 
American submarine or patrol aircraft (the ubiquitous 
PBYs), and his optimism got a boost when Imperial 
Navy headquarters at Oita (on Honshu) sent a long 
message out (encrypted, of course) that an American 
task force, consisting of two carriers and supporting 
ships, were currently carrying out operations in the 
south Pacific, some 3000 miles (some 4 or 5 days 
cruise)  south of where Yamamoto was, and were 
apparently unaware of Japanese movements.   Earlier, 
Nagumo had reported to Yamamoto that in the Coral 
Sea battle both Yorktown and Lexington had been 
sunk, and Yamamoto concluded that these two 
reported carriers must be the last two active in the 
U.S. Pacific fleet, as one other was known to be in 
drydock in California, and any others were currently 
in the Atlantic.  Nagumo’s early report included the  
unpleasant news that of Japan’s three carriers that 
took part in the Coral Sea battle, one (not part of the 
Kido Butai) was lost, while, of the two in the Kido 
Butai, one was damaged seriously and could not 
launch planes, and the other had suffered enough 
damage that it lost most of its aircraft complement 
and pilots in the battle.  These last two (Zuikaku and 
Shokaku) were supposed to have been available for 
Nagumo’s Midway Kido Butai, but had to be left 
behind in Yokosuka for repairs and re-outfitting and 
aircrew training 
 
Yamamoto’s plan began to show serious faults, when 
he got his powerful battleship flotilla to their assigned 
place, some 600 miles from Midway (hoped to be out 
of range of the customary 500-mile PBY 
reconnaissance radius from Midway)[5].  He was told 
by his communications officer that his flagship’s 
radio system was able to pick up American signals 
between ships and ship-to-shore (Pearl Harbor), but 
that Nagumo’s aircraft carriers and cruisers in the 
Kido Butai probably could not hear these signals, 
because of their inferior antenna systems, relative to 
the larger and taller antennas on his battleships.  His 
frustration was heightened when he realized he must 
not report the American signal activity to Nagumo’s 
forces to make them aware of possible American ship 
activity at this early time, lest he break radio silence.  
It had been agreed that no radio signals would be 
allowed to be transmitted by any Japanese ships until 
after their presence was already known to have been 
discovered by the Americans.  This would have to be 
by chance discovery by a patrol plane or submarine, 

Continued from page 6 or by the start of bombardment of the Midway Atoll 
itself, preparatory to landing troops, after which point 
no holds were barred, and the American fleet 
stationed at Pearl Harbor, would be flushed and soon 
enroute to Midway to defend the atoll [6].  The only 
thought Yamamoto had was a mixed one: regret that 
there were likely no U.S. carriers at Pearl Harbor for 
him to destroy when the U.S. fleet remnants came 
charging out to rescue Midway, and joy that there 
were no U.S. carriers at Pearl Harbor possibly to 
sneak out early and ambush his Kido Butai. 
 
His frustration was exacerbated upon learning, via 
another radio messages from Oita, that the special 
long-range reconnaissance flight by a new Kawanishi 
Type 2 four-engine flying boats, from Truk to 
reconnoiter Pearl Harbor (to verify that the U.S. 
carriers were there or were not there) and return, had 
failed to be executed.  It seems that their required stop 
for refueling, which was to be by a Japanese tanker 
submarine pre-located at French Frigate Shoals, about 
550 miles from Pearl Harbor, had to be canceled.  
American ships and PBYs were seen loitering at that 
location when the refueling submarine arrived, so it 
quickly departed, avoiding being seen.  When safely 
away from that location, the submarine reported its 
failure to be able to do the refueling job, so the big 
reconnaissance flying boat voyage was canceled.  
Why the American ships and planes were at French 
Frigate Shoals  at that time was yet another idea of 
Spruance’s, once Rochefort told him that the Japanese 
had done this long-range reconnaissance of Pearl 
Harbor once before, using the same refueling trick, 
and had bragged about it on radio afterward, all 
deciphered by Rochefort’s crew.  Spruance wanted 
the Japanese fleet to be in the dark regarding the U.S. 
fleet composition at Pearl Harbor.. 
 
Despite these disruptions in the attack strategy 
Yamamoto kept silent and continued with the general 
plan. He was not even unduly upset when the planned 
reconnaissance of Pearl Harbor by visual sighting by 
Japanese submarines scheduled to be loitering outside 
the harbor, as dangerous and ineffective as that must 
have been, was also foiled by a two-day delay in their 
getting there.  When they finally arrived on June 3rd 
the  three U.S. carriers had long departed for their 
ambush site off the left flank of Nagumo’s striking 
force.   When the tardy submarines got to Pearl 
Harbor and reported no carriers, Yamamoto was calm 
– the only American carriers anywhere in the Pacific  
were probably those two still down south near the 

(Continued on page 9) 
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P 
ILES of good radio collector 
news , mostly about restora-
tion, fell from the mailbag 

this month. The most interesting 
was from Tom Hayes, from North-
port, Alabama, who has owned, for 
some time now, an Air King Model 
1400 radio, which looks like this: 

He wants info on when it was designed, when it 
was actually made, and why it seems to have this 
weird design.  If you can stand it, look now at 
the rear view, same radio: 

All those seven tubes on the right in the rear 
view are on their own private chassis, and are all 
the same type tube, 03G, a ballast tube made to 
drop 3 volts at 300 milliamps.  All seven are in 
series , making for a voltage drop for the fila-
ment string, of 21 volts.  An ordinary (?) ballast 
tube of the type popular in the 1937-39 period is 
in the other chassis, along with all the other radio 

Tidbits 
components.  That ballast is an M17HG, and 
drops 17 volts plus a small tapped element for 
shunting the two pilot lamps.  The main chassis 
is interesting because of its apparent age.  It 
seems to be a 1938 model radio, based on the 
tube types, the ballast type, and the other com-
ponents, but the schematic for this radio shows 
up in a very late Rider’s, dated sometime after 
the war, possibly as late as the early 1950s.  
Even the cabinet appears old-fashioned, and 
appropriate for the 1957-39 period 
 
Some of the obvious questions raised on look-
ing at this set and its data (available on Nostal-
gia Air) are: 
When was it really built?  Why did they use so 
many ballasts? Why did they use two separate 
chassis? Based on the mounting hardware and 
soldered connections, the speaker appears to be 
original, and it is a post-war model.  Air King 
made a number of models that have a very simi-
lar tube complement made in the 1938 and 1939 
period, but their post-war models use more 
modern tubes. 
 
Our guess is that this is a model made for export 
to a radio-starved Europe, where in the immedi-
ate post war period they suffered from variable 
power line voltages, depending on the state of 
the local power plant and lines.  This type of 
voltage adjustment, using a huge bunch of bal-
lasts is a good way to find the right ballast com-
plement and to distribute the heat in such a case. 
 
Tube complement is: 25Z5, 25L6, 75, 6D6, 
6A7, and 6G5, plus all those ballasts.  Much 
might be learned from the patent listing on the 
tag, but Tom was unable to get a clear photo of 
it despite many tries. 
 
If any readers know anything additional about this 
model, please contact this editor (Ed Lyon), address 
on page 2, for forwarding to Tom Hayes;  If you al-
ready know Tom, write him directly. 
 
Restoration topics next issue, promise. 
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Solomoins, and were probably never recently at Pearl 
Harbor at all.  
 
The outcome of the Battle of Midway is well known.  
The Imperial Japanese Navy lost all four of their 
Kido Butai aircraft carriers, and Nagumo thought his 
planes had sunk three or possibly four of ours. What 
the Japanese never knew was that the two carriers 
they thought they had sunk at the Coral Sea battle 
and the three they thought they surely had sunk at 
Midway, were actually two carriers in total, one 
(Lexington) at Coral Sea and one (Yorktown)  claimed 
sunk once at Coral Sea and three times at Midway 
[7].  Then as the demoralized Imperial Navy retired 
from the scene, they lost two heavy cruisers, chased 
by U.S. carrier planes until they got back near the 
safety radii of their own bases at Wake and Truk.  
The loss of the four carriers was disastrous, also 
because of the loss of over 250 aircraft attached to 
these carriers, and many of their highly-trained 
crews.  Meanwhile, the diversionary force that went 
to invade the Aleutians succeeded in that the 
Japanese occupied Kiska and Attu islands at the far 
western end of the Aleutians, which they painfully 
held for a fog-bound year, finally being ejected in 
1943.   
 
Japan never could recover from the loss of the 
carriers, especially since the designs were seen to be 
flawed, and the replacements had to have extensive 
redesign.  All Japanese pre-war carriers were virtual 
fire bombs, having no safe method of storing or 
handling aviation gasoline, and having inadequate 
equipment and training for handling munitions during 
battle.  The whole Kido Butai concept was dropped 
on June 15, 1942, not to be re-started until 1944, 
whereupon it failed again, a victim of poorly trained 
air crews and U.S. air supremacy at that time.  The 
battle of Midway marked the end of Japanese 
successes in the war, and the start of a rapid decline.  
They were betrayed by a failure to appreciate radar 
for their ships and aircraft, their failure to imagine 
that U.S cryptanalysts could decipher their codes, and 
their anxiety to believe what they wished would 
happen, rather than what was actually happening.  
Being taken in by a couple of simple Funkspiels to 
fuel an existing hope was an example of this anxiety. 
 
Part 2, A Hometown American Funkspiel  
 
William G. Sebold was a naturalized American and 
radio enthusiast but not a licensed amateur, living on 

(Continued from page 7) Long Island and working in New Jersey in the late 
1930s.  One day in 1939 his uncle advised him that a 
war was coming and if he ever wanted to see his 
grandparents in Europe, he’d better go while it was 
still possible.  So later in 1939  he took a Denmark-
flagged tramp steamer to Wilhelmshaven, Germany, 
and visited his grandmother, living in the Ruhr valley 
near Mulheim. At some point in the visit the Gestapo 
called on him, offering to forget his 1934 jail time in 
Germany, if he would agree to do some espionage 
upon returning to America.  They added that their 
story might be of great interest to the U.S. State 
Department, since he had concealed that bit of his 
past in applying for U.S. citizenship. They strongly 
implied also that his grandmother, who was Jewish, 
would live a happier life if he agreed.  He told them 
he would consider it and reply the next day, and then 
he contacted the American legation in Cologne and 
asked to speak to someone about the Gestapo offer.  
An FBI agent was there working in the military 
attache’s office, and advised Sebold to go along with 
the Gestapo, and report to an FBI phone number they 
gave him upon his return to the ‘states.  The next day, 
the German police returned, he agreed to work for 
them, and they sent him to Hamburg for “spy” 
training where he was initially tested about radio and 
the Morse code, after which he was welcomed, since 
he had a “good fist” [8] and seemed very smart on the 
subject of radio technology.  At this “spy school” they 
drilled him on the kinds of industrial machinery, 
electronics, vehicles, and aircraft they wanted 
information about in America and on how to operate 
and live as a spy; within about six weeks he was on a 
ship on his way home again. At the spy school they 
supplied him with four or five crystals, and paid him 
to buy a very good ham transmitter in New York, and 
get it set up with a good sloping-Vee antenna in a 
rural area, and aimed toward Hamburg.  He was 
expected to be ready to make test calls to the 
Hamburg station within a few months. 
 
Back in New York, he made the FBI phone call and  
met with agents who brought him to a Long Island 
farm, not far from his home. There they had already 
set up a well-appointed ham station, near the coast, 
facing northeast. It included a Hallicrafters HT-4 
transmitter and a new SX-28 receiver.  The FBI 
offered to operate the station for him, but needed him 
to spend time there to receive visits from Nazi 
saboteurs their undercover “German-Americans” 
would steer to Sebold, but on whom they needed 

(Continued on page 10) 
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proof of espionage before 
arresting them.  Sebold told the 
FBI the Hamburg people had 
remarked on his Morse speed 
and cadence and may have 
recorded it, so the FBI agents 
let him do the transmitting, at 
least for a while, until he was 
accepted by the Hamburg 
crew. Sebold believed  that the 
Germans at Hamburg would 
recognize his messages as 
being genuinely from him, 
based on their familiarity (and 
probable recording) of “his 
fist.” 
 
Sebold worked this ham 
station from 1940 until the 
early part of 1944, over which time the number of his 
“clients,” the German agents collecting real and 
imaginary industrial and military data for radio 
transmission to Hamburg, had accumulated a total of 
about 30, but had now shrunk to two.  He had to be 
prepared for the reaction from the Hamburg station’s 
surprise that he could send long messages without 
apparent fear of being picked up by the authorities 
with their direction-finders and all, so he repeatedly 
assured them that his signals could not be detected to 
the west of his location due to the terrain, and 
because of his fine antenna and his use of the highest 
of the arranged frequencies that he calculated would 
reach Hamburg, but not propagate westward at the 
time of night he transmitted.  Every message he sent 
was encrypted with a strip-cipher he had carried with 
him when he returned from Germany, of course 
monitored by the FBI agents.  He averaged about two 
long messages a week, and some of the information 
he sent could later be corroborated by events, such as 
a sailing of a convoy or the naval drills at sea not far 
out from his location, all of which earned him high 
credibility by his German contacts.  All of his 
outgoing messages were reviewed or actually written 
by the FBI, who arranged with RID (the FCC’s 
“license cops”) for his special permission to operate 
as VW2, even though it was wartime, the callsign 
was patently false, and he didn’t use the regular ham 
bands.  
 
He sent enough genuine, but non-critical, information 
about cargo markings he saw on the ways and docks, 
aircraft types and models visible at airfields, and 

(Continued from page 9) 

flights of fighter aircraft being delivered somewhere.  
Most of the aircraft ferrying flights he saw were 
Grumman and Brewster  models, and were for the 
Navy, which was of little interest to the Hamburg 
station, but they collected it in hopes it could be 
traded for more useful data from the Japanese. Over 
those two years, he kept up the act of being the 
vehicle for German spies in America to use to get 
their information back to Hamburg.  His signals were 
always clear and his use of the strip cipher pads 
supplied by Abwehr was almost flawless, earning 
him good marks by his handlers but with suspicion 
by those high up in the Abwehr organization.  They 
were very curious that his transmitter had not been 
located by the authorities, and his explanation about 
the shielding effect of the seacoast area’s inland rise, 
his fine antenna, and his frequency choices were not 
totally convincing. 
 
Nonetheless his messages conveyed what was 
thought to be accurate information (but in fact would 
have been available from any U.S. newspaper or 
current-events magazine), so he was considered 
genuine, all the while working for the FBI and 
playing the radio game. 
 
Part 3, A perpetual German Funkspiel in Holland. 
 
Meanwhile, in Europe, the masterful British Special 
Operations Executive (SOE) was a government 
organization that was training and emplacing spies in 
Europe, many of whom were sneaked across the 

(Continued on page 11) 

“Turned” SOE agent at work for Abwehr, in an attic in Holland. At top 
center is the Radione (Eltz) receiver supplied by Abwehr (good quality, 
but non-essential for military or war use); on its right is the transmitter; 
at left on very bottom part of a strip cipher matrix card is showing. 
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Channel and then through Holland.  SOE often 
claimed that throughout the war not a single 
German spy escaped capture in England – and SOE 
added they were not simply captured, but “turned,” 
or converted to working for SOE. This was their 
standard Funkspiel, which they called 
“Doublecross.”  Here, “turned” German spies were 
feeding SOE-supplied false or harmless 
information to their handlers in Germany, all the 
while maintaining their same “fist,” or Morse 
keying rhythm and personality, lest the German 
handler suspect their spy was “replaced.”  SOE was 
also supposed to be cautious that their own spies, 
working with underground agents and other 
patriots in German-occupied Europe, were not also 
“turned.”  Among other checks, such as on how 
their spies send Morse, SOE also required their 
spies to make certain deliberate errors in the 
spelling or encryption of specific words or 
characters in every message.  Not all messages 
would carry the same error, but a pattern, known 
only to the spy and to SOE, would be followed so 
that the spy’s claimed allegiance could be checked 
regularly. 
 
Soont after the occupation of Holland and Belgium 
by Germany the Germans enlisted a captain in the 
Abwehr (Germany’s official intelligence agency) 
named Herman Giskes to work in Holland, 
ostensibly for the occupation law enforcement 
agency.  Giskes was fanatically loyal to the Nazis, 
and enlisted (usually by blackmail) native 
Hollanders who could infiltrate the underground 
forces, as plants, where they came across many 
SOE spies working their ways through the country 
to get to their assigned territory.  In many cases 
these plants had criminal record problems, which 
would be seized upon by Giskes as a way of getting 
them to do as he asked.  One such recruit made by 
Giskes was Georg Ridderhof. 
 
Meanwhile, the German signals intercept police 
had been monitoring transmissions made from a 
transmitter that used call letters UBX, and their 
direction-finders seemed to point to The Hague as 
the location.  The signals were kept short, however, 
making a detailed location difficult, but eventually 
they found their transmitter and its SOE operator, 
though he had tried to make a break for cover when 
he heard the doors to the building being smashed 
by the police.  Giskes was consulted, and he 
recommended the operator be “turned.”  Giskes 

(Continued from page 10) seemed to know all the tricks in securing that the 
transmitted signals looked completely authentic, and 
the operator was in fear for his life, so he ostensibly 
cooperated with Giskes.  But, mentally, he was not 
really “turned.” 
 
The UBX operator had been trained by SOE to 
misspell a certain word on a specific date in his 
message for that date, if the message was authentic, 
and in the absence of the misspelling, his messages 
could be considered bogus, and Nazi-controlled.  On 
that date, he sent a message fed to him by Giskes, who 
watched him send it very carefully, lest he change his 
rhythm or cadence.  He passed the fist test, and failed 
to misspell the magic word when it came up, which 
should have alerted SOE that he was captured, and the 
information in the message was rubbish.  But SOE 
replied with a “thanks, good work,” which upset him, 
meaning he would have to go to the second “in case of 
capture“ step, which was an error in encryption of a 
certain line of a message.  This error he eventually got 
a chance to exercise, and SOE again did not seem to 
react.  Now he was really worried. 
 
Giskes kept feeding him false or meaningless 
information to send back to his SOE handlers, and he 
kept omitting the security checks, which SOE 
continued to ignore.  Giskes enriched the game by 
having UBX send a message that indicated an Allied 
POW had escaped a German POW camp and was 
being helped by the Dutch underground to get to a 
spot on the channel where a British boat or submarine 
could fetch him, and again the UBX operator tried to 
inform SOE that he was captured and operating under 
duress, through omission of a series of check-
characters in the message, but SOE instead, sent a boat 
and retrieved the POW, a low-level enlisted man of no 
particular special value to either side.  It cost Giskes a 
POW they had captured, but it earned the radio 
operator profound trust by SOE, no matter what 
security checks he violated.  He simply could not get 
SOE’s attention in the matter.  When Giskes reported 
to Abwehr that his transmissions to England were 
earning good results, in capturing more SOE agents 
being channeled through Holland at the request of the 
messages, his Abwehr supervisor couldn’t believe it, 
and retorted, “Next you will be saying you talk to the 
North Pole!” 
 
Giskes smiled, showed the boss what he had UBX 
send, a message for SOE, fed to UBX from the 

(Continued on page 12) 
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underground, asking for a weapons drop that 
evening, and then both of them went along with the 
police to the drop zone, there to capture the cache of 
British Sten guns parachuted into a field nearby, 
along with  four patriots who were expecting the 
guns.  From that date onward, Giskes’ operation was 
called Funkspiel NORDPOL. by the appreciative 
Abwehr.  And all this time the UBX operator was in 
agony that he could not persuade SOE that he was 
captured.  Giskes, on the other hand, would arrange 
for some minor underground successes, just to keep 
SOE in the belief that UBX was their trusted station. 
During the next several months, SOE revised the 
security check procedures and sent the new rules to 
their trusted agents, including UBX. Giskes 
promptly monitored what was sent in response to 
these new rules, and would not allow some 
messages to be sent because the UBX operator 
failed the security check procedure. But UBX was 
resourceful, and succesfully omitted a new security 
check signal without Giskes’ knowledge, hoping 
that SOE would finally catch it, and might even 
reverse the Funkspiel, and feed coded information 
back to Holland which would alert the Dutch 
underground that UBX was turned, and not to be 
trusted.  But SOE again ignored the security failure. 
 
Giskes then commandeered transmitters for more 
such intercepted transmissions from other sites 
discovered by the B-Dienst in Holland, and by 
March 1942 had over twelve such Funkspiels in 
operation, all with SOE, and all leading to the 
capture of spies, weapons, and supplies for the 
Dutch and French underground.  The  massive 
Funkspiels went on for a total of over 200 days in 
1941-42 , all because of SOE’s failure to follow 
their own security rules.  In the investigation that 
followed the eventual discovery of the ruse, SOE 
complained that the low power levels of the spy 
transmitters meant that signals were difficult to 
detect at all, let alone be checked for spelling 
accuracy or character omissions.  But an 
independent examination of the signals of agents in 
general showed that those from the Abwehr-
controlled spies in Holland were of exceptionally 
high spelling/grammar/punctuation accuracy and 
signal quality, a phenomenon that, itself, should 
have aroused suspicion.  Overall, Funkspiel 
NORDPOL had cost the Allies some 50 to 55 agents 
killed, and tons of weapons and supplies 
confiscated. 
  

(Continued from page 11)  End notes: 
[1] The Navy’s Combat Intelligence Unit at Pearl Harbor, 
which in pre-war times had only three of four personnel 
routinely working on breaking radio-intercepted message 
codes, now had a huge staff, enlarged by the absorption of 
the entire USS California band.  These musicians generally 
proved to be expert cryptanalysts. 
[2] There was an undersea cable from Oahu to Midway, 
laid years earlier for Pan Am when Midway’s Sand Island 
airfield was built, but its security was suspect, a fact 
known by the Japanese, and OP-20G knew that they knew. 
[3] Japan’s signals analysis personnel never completely 
succeeded in breaking the Allied codes in use, but had 
extensive Japan-based and captured radio direction-finding 
facilities, most of which employed loop or Yagi antennas, 
and became good at signal traffic analysis.  
[4] The Japanese were known to have captured M-209 
encoders in the 1941-42 Philippines and Wake invasions. 
[5] Only two days earlier, the U.S. Navy had ordered all 
PBY reconnaissance flights to fly, henceforth,  700-mile-
radius flights around Midway and Hawaii, instead of the 
usual 500-mile radii. 
[6] The Japanese thinking during Midway is clearly 
spelled out in Mitsuo Fuchida’s book, Midway – The 
Japanese Navy’s Story, published by U.S. Naval Institute, 
Annapolis, 1955. Fuchida was flight leader in the Pearl 
Harbor attack, and would have led the Midway attack, 
except for an emergency appendectomy he underwent 
aboard  one of the doomed carriers, enroute to Midway.. 
[7] Yorktown was seriously damaged at Coral Sea, but 
rushed back to Pearl Harbor and straight into drydock.  
After two days of frantic repair work by nearly 2000 
workers, she took on new aircraft and crews, refueled, and 
sailed to catch up with her two companion carriers 
northwest of Midway. There, after the first three Japanese 
carriers were sunk, Yorktown was bombed by two waves 
of Hiryu’s aircraft (which returned to find no carriers on 
which to land), was restored to operability again, but was 
finally destroyed by a Japanese submarine attack.  
 
References consulted: 
1. Double-Edged Secrets, by W.J. Holmes, Naval Institute 
Press, Annapolis, 1974. 
2. The Codebreakers, by David Kahn, Macmillan, New 
York, 1968. 
3. Codes, Ciphes and other Cryptic and Clandestine 
Communication, by Fred B. Wrixon, Black Dog & 
Levinhal, New York, 1998. 
4. Midway, by Mitsuo Fuchida and Masatake Okumiya, 
Imperial Japanese Navy, Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, 
1955. 
5. Battle Report (Japanese account of Battle of Midway), 
Vice Admiral Chuichi Nagumo, 1942, Translated and 
Published by Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, 1948. 
6. History of Communications-Electronics in the U.S. 
Navy, by Capt. L. S. Howeth, GPO, Washington, 1963. 
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Lightning strokes, like many electrical switching 
sparks, consist of a high-frequency a-c discharge, fol-
lowed by a much heavier low-frequency plus d-c dis-
charge.  The radio-frequency portion is very short, and 
as its name implies, it is a two-way exchange of elec-
trons between a cloud and another cloud, or ground, 
caused by a d-c voltage difference of perhaps a million 
volts that had built up between them.  This r-f spark is 
quite thin and jagged-looking, having found an irregular 
path that had less impedance than any other at the mo-
ment.  But the jagged path, itself, when containing a 
spark, is a far better conductor than any alternative path, 
and so the full voltage difference between the initial 
cloud and, say, ground is now impressed on the thin 
ionized pathway created by the initial a-c stroke, called 
the “leader.”  The result is a very energetic discharge of 
thousands of amperes, often enough to blow wires apart 
or take bark off a tree.  The discharge may refuse to 
follow a wire around a bend, but branch off the wire, 
finding a 40-foot direct pathway through the air less of 
an inductive impedance.   This late energetic discharge 
has less radio-frequency interference in it per ampere 
discharged than the leader stroke had, but let’s face it: 
just about all sparks emit radio signals.  
 
In fact, when early radio experimenters discovered ga-
lena as a fine radio detector crystal, the greatest prob-
lem facing them was the delicacy of the galena-plus-
cat’s-whisker wire arrangement.  Sometimes just bump-
ing the table would cause the wire to slip off the 
“sensitive spot,” and usually just when the operator was 
in the process of trying to tune-in a distant correspon-
dent.  The resulting quiet in the headphones means ei-
ther the sensitive spot has been lost, or the tuning is not 
quite right, but which is it?  Enter the buzzer.  Good 
crystal sets had buzzers, the same sort of things that, 
with their flashlight battery, formed 
the basis for quiz games and code-
practice sets, and the buzzer simply 
sat near the crystal radio, some-
times mounted on it.  Actuating the 
push-button switch turned on the 
buzzer, making it buzz, but if the 
headphones were good and tight-
fitting, its buzzing would not be 
heard by the operator, unless the 
cat’s whisker was actually on a sen-
sitive spot of the galena.  The cat’s 
whisker handle might then be 
jogged a bit until the buzzing is 
loudest.  Then the buzzer is shut 
off, and tuning can begin, being 
careful not to touch the cat’s 

whisker again.  A buzzer made for this purpose is seen 
in Fig. 1.  The buzzer’s tiny sparks simply emit noise 
across a wide band of radio frequencies, so that some of 
it is “tuned-in” under practically all tuning settings; all 
it needs to be audible in the ‘phones is a detector. 
 
Of course, out in the rural areas of the country, there are 
competitors for radio noise production – mainly the 
electric fences around pasture areas.  Again, it is the 
spark production that triggers the radio noise burst, but 
then the fence wire, carefully insulated from the posts 
supporting it, forms an excellent long-wire antenna – 
one that Marconi would have loved (and then patented). 
The fence charger, at one time merely a spark coil taken 
from a Model T Ford car ignition system, but now made 
with a similar coil, but with a solid state interrupter, is 
the transmitter, and the one-spark-per-second TICK –
TICK- TICK goes on forever.  Most of us in the rural 
areas get so accustomed to the sound when we are 
working on radio circuit restoration that we become 
somewhat startled if it quits.  The voltage levels em-
ployed in fence chargers runs in the range of 6000 to 
15000 volts, for cattle, and upwards of 15000 volts for 
deer fences. 
Modern fence chargers do not, in themselves, involve 
spark production, like their Ford T coil ancestors, but 
the high-voltage impulses they produce on the fence 
wire causes hundreds or thousands of tiny spark-overs 
where a blade of grass, a drop of dew, or a careless 
grasshopper gets between a fence wire and a grounded 
object like a fence-post or a cow, and elicits a tiny 
spark, and Maxwell’s equations swing into action.  
 
Aside from lightning and fence chargers, there are other 
sources of occasional pops and snaps in AM radio re-
ception, and here we exclude the many sources that are 

man-made, like sparking at electric 
motor commutators, (as in older 
vacuum cleaners, shavers, etc.) and 
buzzers (old doorbells, for exam-
ple).  One cold, crisp November 
day back in 1950, this writer was 
trying to see if a just-reconditioned 
BC-348 war-surplus aircraft radio 
receiver would work, and set it up 
on a lab bench in the EE lab at col-
lege.  There was a row of windows 
along the line of benches, and one 
next to the test bench was opened 
and a handy rectangular sheet of ¼-
inch thick plexiglas was placed 
under the window to shut out the 
inrush of cold Cleveland air. The 

LIGHTNING AND RADIO “STATIC” PART 2 
BY ED LYON 

Figure 1. Buzzer and its lid made for 
use on crystal sets. 
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plexiglas was cut for that purpose, and it had a series of 
brass terminals passing through it so one could make 
electrical connections to the outdoors, even in wintry 
weather.  The BC-348 antenna and ground terminals 
were connected to two of the feed-throughs in the plas-
tic sheet, and I donned my jacket and hat and went out-
side to connect these terminals to the earth wire outside 
and a whip antenna that was on the roof, and whose 
feeder wire was a length of RG-8 co-ax cable that had 
to be connected to the feed-through that I had just wired 
to the radio’s antenna post. 
 
I got quite a surprise electrical shock when I touched 
the RG-8 cable end, as it drew a ½ inch spark from my 
hand when I reached for it.  So, holding the cable by its 
plastic covering sleeve I brought it carefully down close 
to the ground wire (which went to a copperclad stake 
driven down into the ground next to the building). Im-
mediately recurring sparks began jumping from the co-
ax center wire to the ground wire, about one spark each 
two seconds.  It seemed the sparking rate increased 
with the wind speed outside, with a gust bringing about 
a string of rapid sparks.  I thought such a high voltage 
might harm the radio, so I removed the lead from the 
radio’s antenna terminal.   
 
Cliff Pountney, one of the physics instructors, came by 
and asked what was happening, so I showed him, and 
he said, “Yep, just like on our old B-17s over Europe.  
We never touched the antenna terminals, because of 
that, and to stop the damage to the radios, we added a 
resistor to ground…well, to the aircraft fuselage.., to 
keep the antenna discharged.  That’s the wind-driven 
frictional charging of the antenna, Ed, and you can’t 
stop it, but you can keep it down in the microamp re-
gion by leaking it off with a half-meg resistor.”  So I 
added a half-meg resistor across the antenna-to-ground 
posts on the radio, and had no more such problems.  
Later I noticed that a number of ex-military receivers, 
including some BC-348s, had NE-2 neon lamps wired 
from antenna post to chassis, another measure to reduce 
the voltage build-up on that terminal, with a wire an-
tenna exposed to the slipstream wind on a cold dry 
night. 
 
But there is one more natural source of electrical ef-
fects, and that is the earth’s “fair-weather static field.”  
This is a natural electric field in the atmosphere, and it 
amounts to several hundred volts per meter in height.  
That means that a fellow almost two meters tall has his 
head in an electric field about 400 volts higher that the 
voltage at his feet.   Why is he not writhing in agony, 
you ask?  Well, maybe he is, but it’s likely the pepper-
oni pizza from last night.  The field is natural, but is 
readily discharged by electrical conductors, and it 

 forms a natural basis for the charging of clouds as they 
are driven upward, so it is the capacitance of the water-
vapor clouds that accumulates the energy needed to 
form lightning bolts, whereas in the “fair-weather” 
field, it is presumed there are no clouds or conductors 
to upset the smooth 300-volts-per-meter height charac-
teristic. 
 
This fair-weather field can be of use.  In many of the 
drones developed by aeronautical enthusiasts and mili-
tary people, that field was once used to help stabilize 
the flight paths without having to resort to gyroscopes, 
GPS, and other temporary measures.  At each wingtip 
there was a field probe, a simple stub of an antenna 
with a radioactive capsule on it.  In the capsule was a 
harmless beta-particle-emitting radioactive salt, which 
constantly emitted electrons, with their escape from the 
stub inversely proportional to the natural electron con-
tent surrounding the probe. Wires from the two probes 
went to a comparator circuit where their voltages were 
compared and the ailerons on the drone were deflected 
in accordance with which probe was at higher voltage.  
This kept the craft flying level.  Now, to execute turns 
or dives, etc., the flight controls were deflected with 
respect to the level-flight condition, and the autopilot 
could ignore where the controls had to be to regain 
level flight, as the probe voltage measure took care of 
that as soon as the maneuver was completed.  In our 
early days of radio-controlled model aircraft flying, we 
tried these autopilots out, and they worked fine – in 
fair weather.   
 
Our  air-weather field is severely (but temporarily) 
disturbed by cloud-to-ground lightning bolts.  It was 
also disturbed by the experiments of that dentist, Mah-
lon Loomis, back in the pre-radio days before the 20th 
century.  His experiments in the nearby Blue Ridge 
were basically Morse- keyed –to-ground vertical an-
tennas which shorted the earth’s field locally, and  the 
short-circuit affected the field for some distance 
around the location of the short-circuit.  This dip in the 
field could be detected by Loomis’ galvanometer at a 
somewhat distant spot, making rudimentary wireless 
signaling possible, without the need for batteries, vac-
uum tubes, galena, or much else than a galvanometer, 
two antennas that reach up (perhaps via balloons or 
kites) several tens of meters, and a Morse key. In her 
textbook, Loomis’ grand-niece, Mary Texanna Loomis, 
always claims he achieved actual radio-frequency gen-
eration, somehow, but she might have been relatively 
biased, I suppose…. 
 
….Ooooo, bad pun. 
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Antique Radio Repair :   30 
years experience in repair of 
antique radios and tube equip-
ment.  Reasonable Rates.   Jay 
Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop Pl, 
Ashburn, VA, 20147. 703-729-
9432. Email: jfradio@aol.com; or 
web: www.jfradiorepair.com 
 
For Sale: 
 Photocopies of DOD publication 
on tube tester Models I-177, I-
177A, I-177B, and socket adapter 
MX-949/U (the external plug-in 
unit for testing transmitting and 
other tubes with sockets not in the 
I-177). 20-page 8.5 x 11 document 
contains instructions for these tube 
testers and the adapter, schematic 
and other info, and test data for 
many more tubes than are listed in 
the small book in the lid. $8 
postpaid in U.S.A. All proceeds 
benefit the Museum. Check 
payable to NCRTV Museum--mail 
to NCRTV Museum, PO Box 1809, 
Bowie, MD 20717. Or, order at 
ncrtv.org and pay via Pay Pal. 
 
 

Wanted: 
Geiger Counter aficionados – I 
would like to correspond w/ 
members interested in 40’s to 50's 
vintage Geiger Counters. I’ve 
managed to repair a couple of ‘em, 
including one made by HEATH, and 
would be pleased to discuss the trials 
and tribulations encountered. Please 
e-mail, snail-mail or telephone! 
 
Stephen Imms  
6035 E. Pine Crest Ct, Cornville, AZ 
86325; 928 852 0881; Email 
steveimms@cableone.net 

  
 
 

 Classified Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

WANTED: 
Wanted: Audio magazine January 
1987, any condition. Cash paid. 
John Okolowicz, (215) 542-1597, 
john@grillecloth.com.  
 
Wanted:  Any info on Hickok TS 
or Stark Teaching Systems (TS) 
Model 435 Low Voltage Power 
Supply.  Thanks. 
M a r v i n  M o s s 
<mmoss@mindspring.com> 
 
For SALE: 
Many consoles and battery sets-
from the collection of the late Clay 
Seidel, Collingswood, NJ.. 
Included is a rare and exquisite 
Music Master (Ware) Model 460, 
in working condition, rotating 
loop antenna and all. 
Joe Murphy, home phone1-856-
228-0585; Or: 1-304-456-3473 

 
OBITUARY 

 
Veteran MAARC members, and 
especially those who attend the 
monthly meetings, will certainly 
miss seeing Ray Donik, the pleas-
ant fellow who sat up front, who 
passed away on August 2, 2019, 
at age 91.  Ray was one of the 24 
MAARC members who attended 
the MAARC radio restoration 
course held at Frederick Commu-
nity College in the early 1990s, 
driving the 55 miles from Balti-
more every Wednesday evening 
for the course.  He will be missed  
by many, many members and 
friends; we offer condolences to 
his family and to all who knew 
and enjoyed Ray’s company and 
friendship. 
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MAARC Your Calendar! 
 

Sun., September 15 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 10:30, 
meeting at 1:00 pm. Program: Joe Colick, Buffing Plastic 
Cabinets;  Display: 1939-42 battery radios. 

Sun., October 20 RadioFallFest-2019 at the Davidsonville site, as usual. 
Map on p.2.  This is a free meet.  Tailgating starts at 0900. 
Auction about noon, depending on weather. Food 
available from Boy Scout Troop. 

Sun, November 15 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 10:30, 
meeting at 1:00 pm. Program: David Rossetti, “Car 
Radios;”  Display: Early FM tuners. 

Sun., Dec.15 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center, 
See p.15 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 10:30, meeting 
at 1:00 pm. Program: Ed Lyon, Testing transistor radios; 
Display: Early portable TVs. 

Sun., Jan.19 RadioWinterFest, at the National Electronics Museum, 
Linthicum, MD, map and details of this event 
forthcoming. 
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